


KJV Bible Word Studies for CLOSED

KJV Bible Word Studies for ENCLOSED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

body 1480 ## guwphah {goo-faw'}; from 1479; a corpse (as closed to sense): -- {body}. 

closed 5640 ## catham {saw-tham'}; or satham (Numbers 24:15) {saw-tham'}; a primitive root; to stop up; 
by implication, to repair; figuratively, to keep secret: -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop. 

court 2691 ## chatser {khaw-tsare'} (masculine and feminine); from 2690 in its original sense; a yard (as 
inclosed by a fence); also a hamlet (as similarly surrounded with walls): -- {court}, tower, village. 

inclosed 4142 ## muwcabbah {moo-sab-baw'}; or mucabbah {moo-sab-baw'}; feminine of 4141; a reversal, 
i.e. the backside (of a gem), fold (of a double-leaved door), transmutation (of a name): -- being changed, 
{inclosed}, be set, turning. 

tower 2691 ## chatser {khaw-tsare'} (masculine and feminine); from 2690 in its original sense; a yard (as 
inclosed by a fence); also a hamlet (as similarly surrounded with walls): -- court, {tower}, village. 

village 2691 ## chatser {khaw-tsare'} (masculine and feminine); from 2690 in its original sense; a yard (as 
inclosed by a fence); also a hamlet (as similarly surrounded with walls): -- court, tower, {village}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

closed 01480 ## guwphah {goo-faw'} ; from 01479 ; a corpse (as {closed} to sense) : -- body . 

closed 03027 ## yad {yawd} ; a primitive word ; a hand (the open one [indicating power , means , direction ,
etc . ] , in distinction from 03709 , the {closed} one) ; used (as noun , adverb , etc .) in a great variety of 
applications , both literally and figuratively , both proximate and remote [as follows ] : -- (+ be) able , X 
about , + armholes , at , axletree , because of , beside , border , X bounty , + broad , [broken-] handed , X by
, charge , coast , + consecrate , + creditor , custody , debt , dominion , X enough , + fellowship , force , X 
from , hand [-staves ,-- y work ] , X he , himself , X in , labour , + large , ledge , [left-] handed , means , X 
mine , ministry , near , X of , X order , ordinance , X our , parts , pain , power , X presumptuously , service ,
side , sore , state , stay , draw with strength , stroke , + swear , terror , X thee , X by them , X themselves , X 
thine own , X thou , through , X throwing , + thumb , times , X to , X under , X us , X wait on , [way-] side , 
where , + wide , X with (him , me , you) , work , + yield , X yourselves 

closed 05640 ## catham {saw-tham'} ; or satham (Numbers 24 : 15) {saw-tham'} ; a primitive root ; to stop 
up ; by implication , to repair ; figuratively , to keep secret : -- {closed} up , hidden , secret , shut out (up) , 
stop . 

enclosed 03823 ## labab {law-bab'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to be {enclosed} (as if with fat) ; by 
implication (as denominative from 03824) to unheart , i . e . (in a good sense) transport (with love) , or (in a 
bad sense) stultify ; also (as denominative from 03834) to make cakes : -- make cakes , ravish , be wise . 

inclosed 01366 ## g@buwl {gheb-ool'} ; or (shortened) g@bul {gheb-ool'} ; from 01379 ; properly , a cord 
(as twisted) , i . e . (by implication) a boundary ; by extens . the territory {inclosed} : -- border , bound , 
coast , X great , landmark , limit , quarter , space . 

inclosed 02691 ## chatser {khaw-tsare'} (masculine and feminine) ; from 02690 in its original sense ; a yard 
(as {inclosed} by a fence) ; also a hamlet (as similarly surrounded with walls) : -- court , tower , village . 

inclosed 03195 ## Y@tuwr {yet-oor'} ; probably from the same as 02905 ; encircled (i . e . {inclosed}) ; Jetur
, a son of Ishmael : -- Jetur . 

inclosed 04142 ## muwcabbah {moo-sab-baw'} ; or mucabbah {moo-sab-baw'} ; feminine of 04141 ; a 
reversal , i . e . the backside (of a gem) , fold (of a double-leaved door) , transmutation (of a name) : -- being 
changed , {inclosed} , be set , turning . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0380 + And when he had opened +/ . anaptusso {an-ap-toos'-o}; from 0303 + each + every + apiece + 
through +/ (in the sense of reversal) and 4428 + And he closed +/ ; to unroll (a scroll or volume): --open . 

2576 + have they closed + they have closed +/ . kammuo {kam-moo'-o}; from a compound of 2596 + after 
2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + 
cause + And at + before + toward + matter + Against + covered + through + against + in every + me after + 
my state + touching + us after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but 
on + according + and every + but after + in respect + Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + 
throughout + concerning + upon you on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him 
against + as touching + that through + unto them at + things after + laid against + is according + it not after
+ we according + not ye after + and in every + particularly + it according + him according + you according 
+ as concerning + and not after + not according + As concerning + for him after + man according + Not 
according + day according + but according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be 
against + for that after + of him through + things against + thing according + which are among + be done 
through + by you according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according 
+ but not according + which is according + shall be according + of me is not after + with them according + 
to him out of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me 
according + For they that are after + him that was born after + any thing to the charge + but they that are 
after + let us prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is 
not with me is against + him not for he that is not against +/ and the base of 3466 + mystery + MYSTERY + 
mysteries + The mystery + the mystery + in a mystery + the mysteries + in the mystery + is the mystery + of
the mystery + For the mystery + thee the mystery + of the mysteries + Even the mystery + unto me the 
mystery + unto us the mystery +/ ; to shut down, i .e . close the eyes: --close . 

3197 + which was the son of Melchi + Which was the son of Melchi +/ . Melchi {mel-khee'}; of Hebrew or [ 
4428 + And he closed +/ with pronominal suf ., my king]; Melchi (i .e . Malki), the name of two Israelites: --
Melchi . 

4428 + And he closed +/ . ptusso {ptoos'-so}; probably akin to petannumi (to spread; and thus apparently 
allied to 4072 + fly + flying + that fly + a flying + that she might fly +/ through the idea of expansion, and to 
4429 + he spat + and he spit + and when he had spit +/ through that of flattening; compare 3961 + to tread +
was trodden + and he treadeth + shall be trodden + shall they tread +/ ); to fold, i .e . furl a scroll: --close . 

4429 + he spat + and he spit + and when he had spit +/ . ptuo {ptoo'-o}; a primary verb (compare 4428 + 
And he closed +/ ); to spit: --spit . 

4788 + shut + they inclosed + hath concluded +/ . sugkleio {soong-kli'-o}; from 4862 + and beside + 
accompanied +/ and 2808 + shut + to shut + we shut + was shut + shutteth + were shut + being shut + for ye 
shut + pit and shut + and shutteth + of it shall not be shut + and when thou hast shut +/ ; to shut together, i 
.e . include or (figuratively) embrace in a common subjection to: --conclude, inclose, shut up . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

11 - closed 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

closed 5640 -- catham -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop.

inclosed 4142 -- muwcabbah -- being changed, {inclosed}, be set, turning.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

closed 2576 kammuo * {closed} , {2576 kammuo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- closed , 2115 , 3680 , 5437 , 5462 , 5640 , 6105 , 6113 ,

* closed , 2576 ,

- inclosed , 1443 , 3803 , 4142 , 5274 , 5362 , 5462 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

closed - 2576 {closed},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

closed Act_28_27 # For the heart of this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they closed; lest they should see with [their] eyes, and hear with [their] ears, and understand with [their]
heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.

closed Dan_12_09 # And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words [are] closed up and sealed till the time of the end.

closed Gen_02_21 # And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof;

closed Gen_20_18 # For the LORD had fast closed up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech, because of Sarah Abraham's wife.

closed Isa_01_06 # From the sole of the foot even unto the head [there is] no soundness in it; [but] wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sores: they have not been closed, neither bound up, neither mollified with ointment.

closed Isa_29_10 # For the LORD hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered.

closed Jon_02_05 # The waters compassed me about, [even] to the soul: the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head.

closed Jud_03_22 # And the haft also went in after the blade; and the fat closed upon the blade, so that he could not draw the dagger out of his belly; and the dirt came out.

closed Luk_04_20 # And he closed the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.

closed Mat_13_15 # For this people's heart is waxed gross, and [their] ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed; lest at any time they should see with [their] eyes and hear with [their] ears, and should 
understand with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.

closed Num_16_33 # They, and all that [appertained] to them, went down alive into the pit, and the earth closed upon them: and they perished from among the congregation.

enclosed Exo_39_06 # And they wrought onyx stones enclosed in ouches of gold, graven, as signets are graven, with the names of the children of Israel.

enclosed Exo_39_13 # And the fourth row, a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper: [they were] enclosed in ouches of gold in their enclosings.

enclosed Jud_20_43 # [Thus] they enclosed the Benjamites round about, [and] chased them, [and] trode them down with ease over against Gibeah toward the sunrising.

enclosed Lam_03_09 # He hath enclosed my ways with hewn stone, he hath made my paths crooked.

enclosed Luk_05_06 # And when they had this done, they enclosed a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake.

enclosed Psa_17_10 # They are enclosed in their own fat: with their mouth they speak proudly.

enclosed Psa_22_16 # For dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have enclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet.

enclosed Son_04_12 # A garden enclosed [is] my sister, [my] spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

closed lest at Mat_13_15 # For this people's heart is waxed gross, and [their] ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed; lest at any time they should see with [their] eyes and hear with [their] ears, and should 
understand with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.

closed lest they Act_28_27 # For the heart of this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they closed; lest they should see with [their] eyes, and hear with [their] ears, and understand 
with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.

closed me round Jon_02_05 # The waters compassed me about, [even] to the soul: the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head.

closed neither bound Isa_01_06 # From the sole of the foot even unto the head [there is] no soundness in it; [but] wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sores: they have not been closed, neither bound up, neither mollified 
with ointment.

closed the book Luk_04_20 # And he closed the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.

closed up all Gen_20_18 # For the LORD had fast closed up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech, because of Sarah Abraham's wife.

closed up and Dan_12_09 # And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words [are] closed up and sealed till the time of the end.

closed up the Gen_02_21 # And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof;

closed upon the Jud_03_22 # And the haft also went in after the blade; and the fat closed upon the blade, so that he could not draw the dagger out of his belly; and the dirt came out.

closed upon them Num_16_33 # They, and all that [appertained] to them, went down alive into the pit, and the earth closed upon them: and they perished from among the congregation.

closed your eyes Isa_29_10 # For the LORD hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered.

enclosed a great Luk_05_06 # And when they had this done, they enclosed a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake.

enclosed in ouches Exo_39_06 # And they wrought onyx stones enclosed in ouches of gold, graven, as signets are graven, with the names of the children of Israel.

enclosed in ouches Exo_39_13 # And the fourth row, a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper: [they were] enclosed in ouches of gold in their enclosings.

enclosed in their Psa_17_10 # They are enclosed in their own fat: with their mouth they speak proudly.

enclosed is my Son_04_12 # A garden enclosed [is] my sister, [my] spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed.

enclosed me they Psa_22_16 # For dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have enclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet.

enclosed my ways Lam_03_09 # He hath enclosed my ways with hewn stone, he hath made my paths crooked.

enclosed the Benjamites Jud_20_43 # [Thus] they enclosed the Benjamites round about, [and] chased them, [and] trode them down with ease over against Gibeah toward the sunrising.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

closed up Dan_12_09 

closed up Gen_02_21 



closed GEN 002 021 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > caused a deep <08639 
+tardemah > sleep <03462 +yashen > to fall <05307 +naphal > upon Adam <00121 +>Adam > , and he slept 
<03462 +yashen > : and he took <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > of his ribs <06763 +tsela< > , and 
{closed} <05462 +cagar > up the flesh <01320 +basar > instead <08478 +tachath > thereof ; closed GEN 020 018
For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had fast {closed} <06113 + up all <03605 +kol > the wombs <07358 
+rechem > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Abimelech <40> , because of Sarah <08283 +Sarah > Abraham s 
<85> wife <00802 +>ishshah > . closed NUM 016 033 They , and all <03605 +kol > that [ appertained ] to them , 
went <03381 +yarad > down <03381 +yarad > alive <02416 +chay > into the pit <07585 +sh@>owl > , and the 
earth <00776 +>erets > {closed} <03680 +kacah > upon them : and they perished <6> from among <08432 
+tavek > the congregation <06951 +qahal > . inclosed EXO 039 006 And they wrought <06213 + onyx <07718 
+shoham > stones <68> {inclosed} <04142 +muwcabbah > in ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > of gold <02091 
+zahab > , graven <06605 +pathach > , as signets <02368 +chowtham > are graven <06605 +pathach > , with the 
names <08034 +shem > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . inclosed EXO 039 013 And
the fourth <07243 +r@biy row <02905 +tuwr > , a beryl <08658 +tarshiysh > , an onyx <07718 +shoham > , and 
a jasper <03471 +yash@pheh > : [ they were ] {inclosed} <04142 +muwcabbah > in ouches <04865 
+mishb@tsah > of gold <02091 +zahab > in their inclosings <04396 +millu>ah > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

closed ^ Mat_13_15 / closed /^lest at any time they should see with [their] eyes and hear with [their] ears, 
and should understand with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them. 

closed ^ Act_28_27 / closed /^lest they should see with [their] eyes, and hear with [their] ears, and 
understand with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them. 

closed ^ Jon_02_05 / closed /^me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head. 

closed ^ Isa_01_06 / closed /^neither bound up, neither mollified with ointment. 

closed ^ Luk_04_20 / closed /^the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes 
of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him. 

closed ^ Gen_20_18 / closed /^up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech, because of Sarah Abraham's 
wife. 

closed ^ Dan_12_09 / closed /^up and sealed till the time of the end. 

closed ^ Gen_02_21 / closed /^up the flesh instead thereof; 

closed ^ Jud_03_22 / closed /^upon the blade, so that he could not draw the dagger out of his belly; and the 
dirt came out. 

closed ^ Num_16_33 / closed /^upon them: and they perished from among the congregation. 

closed ^ Isa_29_10 / closed /^your eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered. 

enclosed ^ Luk_05_06 / enclosed /^a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake. 

enclosed ^ Exo_39_13 / enclosed /^in ouches of gold in their enclosings. 

enclosed ^ Exo_39_06 / enclosed /^in ouches of gold, graven, as signets are graven, with the names of the 
children of Israel. 

enclosed ^ Psa_17_10 / enclosed /^in their own fat: with their mouth they speak proudly. 

enclosed ^ Son_04_12 / enclosed /^is] my sister, [my] spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed. 

enclosed ^ Psa_22_16 / enclosed /^me: they pierced my hands and my feet. 

enclosed ^ Lam_03_09 / enclosed /^my ways with hewn stone, he hath made my paths crooked. 

enclosed ^ Jud_20_43 / enclosed /^the Benjamites round about, [and] chased them, [and] trode them down 
with ease over against Gibeah toward the sunrising. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

closed ......... And he closed 4428 -ptusso-> 

closed ......... have they closed 2576 -kammuo-> 

closed ......... they have closed 2576 -kammuo-> 

inclosed ......... they inclosed 4788 -sugkleio-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

closed 1Sa_01_06 From the sole of the foot even unto the head [there is] no soundness in it; [but] wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sores: they have not been {closed}, neither bound up, neither mollified with ointment. 

closed 1Sa_29_10 For the LORD hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath {closed} your eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered. 

closed Act_28_27 For the heart of this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they {closed}; lest they should see with [their] eyes, and hear with [their] ears, and understand with 
[their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them. 

closed Dan_12_09 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words [are] {closed} up and sealed till the time of the end. 

closed Gen_20_18 For the LORD had fast {closed} up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech, because of Sarah Abraham's wife. 

closed Gen_02_21 And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and {closed} up the flesh instead thereof; 

closed Jon_02_05 The waters compassed me about, [even] to the soul: the depth {closed} me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my head. 

closed Jud_03_22 And the haft also went in after the blade; and the fat {closed} upon the blade, so that he could not draw the dagger out of his belly; and the dirt came out. 

closed Luk_04_20 And he {closed} the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him. 

closed Mat_13_15 For this people's heart is waxed gross, and [their] ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have {closed}; lest at any time they should see with [their] eyes and hear with [their] ears, and should 
understand with [their] heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them. 

closed Num_16_33 They, and all that [appertained] to them, went down alive into the pit, and the earth {closed} upon them: and they perished from among the congregation. 

enclosed Exo_39_06 And they wrought onyx stones {enclosed} in ouches of gold, graven, as signets are graven, with the names of the children of Israel. 

enclosed Exo_39_13 And the fourth row, a beryl, an onyx, and a jasper: [they were] {enclosed} in ouches of gold in their enclosings. 

enclosed Jud_20_43 [Thus] they {enclosed} the Benjamites round about, [and] chased them, [and] trode them down with ease over against Gibeah toward the sunrising. 

enclosed Lam_03_09 He hath {enclosed} my ways with hewn stone, he hath made my paths crooked. 

enclosed Luk_05_06 And when they had this done, they {enclosed} a great multitude of fishes: and their net brake. 

enclosed Psa_17_10 They are {enclosed} in their own fat: with their mouth they speak proudly. 

enclosed Psa_22_16 For dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have {enclosed} me: they pierced my hands and my feet. 

enclosed Son_04_12 A garden {enclosed} [is] my sister, [my] spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed. 
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closed ^ Act_28_27 For <1063> the heart <2588> of this <5127> people <2992> is waxed gross <3975> 
(5681), and <2532> their ears <3775> are dull <0917> of hearing <0191> (5656), and <2532> their <0846> 
eyes <3788> have they {closed} <2576> (5656); lest <3379> they should see <1492> (5632) with their eyes 
<3788>, and <2532> hear <0191> (5661) with their ears <3775>, and <2532> understand <4920> (5632) 
with their heart <2588>, and <2532> should be converted <1994> (5661), and <2532> I should heal <2390> 
(5667) them <0846>. 

closed ^ Luk_04_20 And <2532> he {closed} <4428> (5660) the book <0975>, and he gave it again <0591> 
(5631) to the minister <5257>, and sat down <2523> (5656). And <2532> the eyes <3788> of all them <3956>
that were <2258> (5713) in <1722> the synagogue <4864> were fastened <0816> (5723) on him <0846>. 

closed ^ Mat_13_15 For <1063> this <5127> people's <2992> heart <2588> is waxed gross <3975> (5681), 
and <2532> their ears <3775> are dull <0917> of hearing <0191> (5656), and <2532> their <0846> eyes 
<3788> they have {closed} <2576> (5656); lest at any time <3379> they should see <1492> (5632) with their 
eyes <3788>, and <2532> hear <0191> (5661) with their ears <3775>, and <2532> should understand 
<4920> (5632) with their heart <2588>, and <2532> should be converted <1994> (5661), and <2532> I 
should heal <2390> (5667) them <0846>. 

inclosed ^ Luk_05_06 And <2532> when they had <4160> <0> this <5124> done <4160> (5660), they 
{inclosed} <4788> (5656) a great <4183> multitude <4128> of fishes <2486>: and <1161> their <0846> net 
<1350> brake <1284> (5712). 
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closed Act_28_27 For the heart (2588 -kardia -) of this (5127 -toutou -) people (2992 -laos -) is waxed (3975 -
pachuno -) gross (3975 -pachuno -) , and their ears (3775 -ous -) are dull (0917 -bareos -) of hearing (0191 -
akouo -) , and their eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) have they {closed} (2576 -kammuo -) ; lest (3379 -mepote -) 
they should see (1492 -eido -) with [ their ] eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) , and hear (0191 -akouo -) with [ their ]
ears (3775 -ous -) , and understand (4920 -suniemi -) with [ their ] heart (2588 -kardia -) , and should be 
converted (1994 -epistrepho -) , and I should heal (2392 -iasis -) them . 

closed Dan_12_09 And he said (00559 +)amar ) , Go (03212 +yalak ) thy way , Daniel (01840 +Daniye)l ):for
the words (01697 +dabar ) [ are ] {closed} (05640 +catham ) up and sealed (02856 +chatham ) till (05704 
+(ad ) the time (06256 +(eth ) of the end (07093 +qets ) . 

closed Gen_02_21 . And the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) God (00430 +)elohiym ) caused a deep (08639 
+tardemah ) sleep (03462 +yashen ) to fall (05307 +naphal ) upon Adam (00121 +)Adam ) , and he slept 
(03462 +yashen ):and he took (03947 +laqach ) one (00259 +)echad ) of his ribs (06763 +tsela( ) , and 
{closed} (05462 +cagar ) up the flesh (01320 +basar ) instead (08478 +tachath ) thereof ; 

closed Gen_20_18 For the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) had fast {closed} (06113 +(atsar ) up all (03605 +kol ) 
the wombs (07358 +rechem ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) of Abimelech (40) , because of Sarah (08283 
+Sarah ) Abraham s (85) wife (00802 +)ishshah ) . 

closed Isa_01_06 From the sole (03709 +kaph ) of the foot (07272 +regel ) even unto the head (07218 +ro)sh 
) [ there is ] no (00369 +)ayin ) soundness (04974 +m@thom ) in it ; [ but ] wounds (06482 +petsa( ) , and 
bruises (02250 +chabbuwrah ) , and putrifying (02961 +tariy ) sores (04347 +makkah ):they have not been 
{closed} (02115 +zuwr ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) bound (02280 +chabash ) up , neither (03808 +lo) ) mollified 
(07401 +rakak ) with ointment (08081 +shemen ) . 

closed Isa_29_10 For the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath poured (05258 +nacak ) out upon you the spirit 
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(07307 +ruwach ) of deep (08639 +tardemah ) sleep (08639 +tardemah ) , and hath {closed} (06105 +(atsam 
) your eyes (05869 +(ayin ):the prophets (05030 +nabiy) ) and your rulers (07218 +ro)sh ) , the seers (02374 
+chozeh ) hath he covered (03680 +kacah ) . 

closed Jon_02_05 The waters (04325 +mayim ) compassed (00661 +)aphaph ) me about , [ even ] to the soul 
(05315 +nephesh ):the depth (08415 +t@howm ) {closed} (05437 +cabab ) me round (05437 +cabab ) about ,
the weeds (05488 +cuwph ) were wrapped (02280 +chabash ) about my head (07218 +ro)sh ) . 

closed Jud_03_22 And the haft (05325 +nitstsab ) also (01571 +gam ) went (00935 +bow) ) in after (00310 
+)achar ) the blade (03851 +lahab ) ; and the fat (02459 +cheleb ) {closed} (05462 +cagar ) upon the blade 
(03851 +lahab ) , so (03588 +kiy ) that he could not draw (08025 +shalaph ) the dagger (02719 +chereb ) out 
of his belly (00990 +beten ) ; and the dirt (06574 +parsh@don ) came (03318 +yatsa) ) out . 

closed Luk_04_20 And he {closed} 4428 -ptusso - the book 0975 -biblion - , and he gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ 
it ] again 0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -kathizo - down 2523 -kathizo - .
And the eyes 3788 -ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the synagogue 4864 -sunagoge - were 
fastened 0816 -atenizo - on him . 

closed Mat_13_15 For this (5127 -toutou -) people s (2992 -laos -) heart (2588 -kardia -) is waxed (3975 -
pachuno -) gross (3975 -pachuno -) , and [ their ] ears (3775 -ous -) are dull (0917 -bareos -) of hearing (0191
-akouo -) , and their eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) they have {closed} (2576 -kammuo -) ; lest (3379 -mepote -) 
at (3379 -mepote -) any (3379 -mepote -) time (3379 -mepote -) they should see (1492 -eido -) with [ their ] 
eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) , and hear (0191 -akouo -) with [ their ] ears (3775 -ous -) , and should understand
(4920 -suniemi -) with [ their ] heart (2588 -kardia -) , and should be converted (1994 -epistrepho -) , and I 
should heal (2390 -iaomai -) them . 

closed Num_16_33 They , and all (03605 +kol ) that [ appertained ] to them , went (03381 +yarad ) down 
(03381 +yarad ) alive (02416 +chay ) into the pit (07585 +sh@)owl ) , and the earth (00776 +)erets ) {closed} 
(03680 +kacah ) upon them:and they perished (6) from among (08432 +tavek ) the congregation (06951 
+qahal ) . 

inclosed Exo_39_06 And they wrought (06213 +(asah ) onyx (07718 +shoham ) stones (68) {inclosed} (04142 
+muwcabbah ) in ouches (04865 +mishb@tsah ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) , graven (06605 +pathach ) , as 
signets (02368 +chowtham ) are graven (06605 +pathach ) , with the names (08034 +shem ) of the children 
(01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) . 

inclosed Exo_39_13 And the fourth (07243 +r@biy(iy ) row (02905 +tuwr ) , a beryl (08658 +tarshiysh ) , an
onyx (07718 +shoham ) , and a jasper (03471 +yash@pheh ):[ they were ] {inclosed} (04142 +muwcabbah ) 
in ouches (04865 +mishb@tsah ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) in their inclosings (04396 +millu)ah ) . 

inclosed Jud_20_43 [ Thus ] they {inclosed} (03803 +kathar ) the Benjamites (01145 +Ben - y@miyniy ) 
round (03803 +kathar ) about (03803 +kathar ) , [ and ] chased (07291 +radaph ) them , [ and ] trode (01869
+darak ) them down with ease (04496 +m@nuwchah ) over (05227 +nokach ) against (05227 +nokach ) 
Gibeah (01390 +Gib(ah ) toward the sunrising . 

inclosed Lam_03_09 He hath {inclosed} (01443 +gadar ) my ways (01870 +derek ) with hewn (01496 
+gaziyth ) stone (01496 +gaziyth ) , he hath made my paths (05410 +nathiyb ) crooked (05753 +(avah ) . 

inclosed Luk_05_06 And when they had this 5124 -touto - done 4160 -poieo - , they {inclosed} 4788 -sugkleio
- a great 4183 -polus - multitude 4128 -plethos - of fishes 2486 -ichthus -:and their net 1350 -diktuon - brake
1284 -diarrhesso - . 

inclosed Psa_17_10 They are {inclosed} (05462 +cagar ) in their own (00249 +)ezrach ) fat (02459 +cheleb 



):with their mouth (06310 +peh ) they speak (01696 +dabar ) proudly (01348 +ge)uwth ) . 

inclosed Psa_22_16 For dogs (03611 +keleb ) have compassed (05437 +cabab ) me:the assembly (05712 
+(edah ) of the wicked (07489 +ra(a( ) have {inclosed} (05362 +naqaph ) me:they pierced (00738 +)ariy ) my
hands (03027 +yad ) and my feet (07272 +regel ) . 

inclosed Son_04_12 A garden (01588 +gan ) {inclosed} (05274 +na(al ) [ is ] my sister (00269 +)achowth ) , [ 
my ] spouse (03618 +kallah ) ; a spring (01530 +gal ) shut (05274 +na(al ) up , a fountain (04599 +ma(yan ) 
sealed (02856 +chatham ) . 
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closed , AC , 28:27 closed , DA , 12:9 closed , GE , 2:21 , GE , 20:18 closed , ISA , 1:6 , ISA , 29:10 closed , JG , 3:22 closed , JON , 2:5 closed , LU , 4:20 closed , MT , 13:15 closed , NU , 16:33 enclosed , EX , 39:6 , EX , 39:13 
enclosed , JG , 20:43 enclosed , LA , 3:9 enclosed , PS , 17:10 , PS , 22:16 enclosed , SOS , 4:12 inclosed , LU , 5:6 closed Interlinear Index Study closed GEN 002 021 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym >
caused a deep <08639 +tardemah > sleep <03462 +yashen > to fall <05307 +naphal > upon Adam <00121 +>Adam > , and he slept <03462 +yashen > : and he took <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > of his ribs <06763 +tsela< 
> , and {closed} <05462 +cagar > up the flesh <01320 +basar > instead <08478 +tachath > thereof ; closed GEN 020 018 For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had fast {closed} <06113 + up all <03605 +kol > the wombs <07358 
+rechem > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Abimelech <40> , because of Sarah <08283 +Sarah > Abraham s <85> wife <00802 +>ishshah > . closed NUM 016 033 They , and all <03605 +kol > that [ appertained ] to them , went 
<03381 +yarad > down <03381 +yarad > alive <02416 +chay > into the pit <07585 +sh@>owl > , and the earth <00776 +>erets > {closed} <03680 +kacah > upon them : and they perished <6> from among <08432 +tavek > the 
congregation <06951 +qahal > . closed JUDG 003 022 And the haft <05325 +nitstsab > also <01571 +gam > went <00935 +bow> > in after <00310 +>achar > the blade <03851 +lahab > ; and the fat <02459 +cheleb > {closed} 
<05462 +cagar > upon the blade <03851 +lahab > , so <03588 +kiy > that he could not draw <08025 +shalaph > the dagger <02719 +chereb > out of his belly <00990 +beten > ; and the dirt <06574 +parsh@don > came <03318 
+yatsa> > out . closed ISA 001 006 From the sole <03709 +kaph > of the foot <07272 +regel > even unto the head <07218 +ro>sh > [ there is ] no <00369 +>ayin > soundness <04974 +m@thom > in it ; [ but ] wounds <06482 
+petsa< > , and bruises <02250 +chabbuwrah > , and putrifying <02961 +tariy > sores <04347 +makkah > : they have not been {closed} <02115 +zuwr > , neither <03808 +lo> > bound <02280 +chabash > up , neither <03808 +lo> > 
mollified <07401 +rakak > with ointment <08081 +shemen > . closed ISA 029 010 For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath poured <05258 +nacak > out upon you the spirit <07307 +ruwach > of deep <08639 +tardemah > sleep 
<08639 +tardemah > , and hath {closed} <06105 + your eyes <05869 + : the prophets <05030 +nabiy> > and your rulers <07218 +ro>sh > , the seers <02374 +chozeh > hath he covered <03680 +kacah > . closed DAN 012 009 And he 
said <00559 +>amar > , Go <03212 +yalak > thy way , Daniel <01840 +Daniye>l > : for the words <01697 +dabar > [ are ] {closed} <05640 +catham > up and sealed <02856 +chatham > till <05704 + the time <06256 + of the end 
<07093 +qets > . closed JONAH 002 005 The waters <04325 +mayim > compassed <00661 +>aphaph > me about , [ even ] to the soul <05315 +nephesh > : the depth <08415 +t@howm > {closed} <05437 +cabab > me round <05437
+cabab > about , the weeds <05488 +cuwph > were wrapped <02280 +chabash > about my head <07218 +ro>sh > . closed MAT 013 015 For this <5127 -toutou -> people s <2992 - laos -> heart <2588 -kardia -> is waxed <3975 -
pachuno -> gross <3975 -pachuno -> , and [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> are dull <0917 -bareos -> of hearing <0191 -akouo -> , and their eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> they have {closed} <2576 -kammuo -> ; lest <3379 -mepote -> at 
<3379 -mepote -> any <3379 -mepote -> time <3379 -mepote -> they should see <1492 -eido -> with [ their ] eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> , and hear <0191 -akouo -> with [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> , and should understand <4920 - 
suniemi -> with [ their ] heart <2588 -kardia -> , and should be converted <1994 -epistrepho -> , and I should heal <2390 -iaomai -> them . closed LUK 004 020 And he {closed} 4428 -ptusso - the book LUK 0975 -biblion - , and he 
gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ it ] again LUK 0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -kathizo - down 2523 -kathizo - . And the eyes 3788 - ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the synagogue 4864 -
sunagoge - were fastened LUK 0816 -atenizo - on him . closed ACT 028 027 For the heart <2588 -kardia -> of this <5127 - toutou -> people <2992 -laos -> is waxed <3975 -pachuno -> gross <3975 -pachuno -> , and their ears <3775 -
ous -> are dull <0917 - bareos -> of hearing <0191 -akouo -> , and their eyes <3788 - ophthalmos -> have they {closed} <2576 -kammuo -> ; lest <3379 - mepote -> they should see <1492 -eido -> with [ their ] eyes <3788 -ophthalmos
-> , and hear <0191 -akouo -> with [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> , and understand <4920 -suniemi -> with [ their ] heart <2588 -kardia -> , and should be converted <1994 - epistrepho -> , and I should heal <2392 -iasis -> them . closed 
up closed up depth closed me round about earth closed upon them fat closed upon hath closed your eyes he hath enclosed my ways with hewn stone lord had fast closed up all their eyes have they closed their eyes they have closed they 
are enclosed they enclosed they enclosed they have not been closed they wrought onyx stones enclosed wicked have enclosed me - closed , 2115 , 3680 , 5437 , 5462 , 5640 , 6105 , 6113 , * closed , 2576 , - inclosed , 1443 , 3803 , 4142
, 5274 , 5362 , 5462 , closed GEN 002 021 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 +>elohiym > caused a deep <08639 +tardemah > sleep <03462 +yashen > to fall <05307 +naphal > upon Adam <00121 +>Adam > , and 
he slept <03462 +yashen > : and he took <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > of his ribs <06763 +tsela< > , and {closed} <05462 +cagar > up the flesh <01320 +basar > instead <08478 +tachath > thereof ; closed GEN 020 018 
For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had fast {closed} <06113 + up all <03605 +kol > the wombs <07358 +rechem > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Abimelech <40> , because of Sarah <08283 +Sarah > Abraham s <85> wife 
<00802 +>ishshah > . closed NUM 016 033 They , and all <03605 +kol > that [ appertained ] to them , went <03381 +yarad > down <03381 +yarad > alive <02416 +chay > into the pit <07585 +sh@>owl > , and the earth <00776 
+>erets > {closed} <03680 +kacah > upon them : and they perished <6> from among <08432 +tavek > the congregation <06951 +qahal > . inclosed EXO 039 006 And they wrought <06213 + onyx <07718 +shoham > stones <68> 
{inclosed} <04142 +muwcabbah > in ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > of gold <02091 +zahab > , graven <06605 +pathach > , as signets <02368 +chowtham > are graven <06605 +pathach > , with the names <08034 +shem > of the 
children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . inclosed EXO 039 013 And the fourth <07243 +r@biy row <02905 +tuwr > , a beryl <08658 +tarshiysh > , an onyx <07718 +shoham > , and a jasper <03471 +yash@pheh > : [ 
they were ] {inclosed} <04142 +muwcabbah > in ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > of gold <02091 +zahab > in their inclosings <04396 +millu>ah > . * closed , 2576 kammuo , closed -2576 {closed}, closed -2115 {closed} , crush , 
thrust , closed -3680 clad , {closed} , clothed , conceal , concealeth , cover , covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , covering , flee , hid , hide , hideth , overwhelmed , closed -5437 about , again , applied , aside , avoided , back , beset
, besieged , bring , brought , came , carried , cast , changed , circuit , {closed} , compass , compassed , compasseth , compassing , driven , environ , every , fetch , go , gone , led , occasioned , remove , removed , returned , round , side , 
sit , turn , turned , turneth , walk , went , winding , closed -5462 {closed} , deliver , delivered , gave , given , inclosed , over , pure , repaired , shut , shutteth , shutting , stop , closed -5640 {closed} , hidden , secret , shut , shutteth , stop 
, stopped , closed -6105 become , broken , {closed} , great , increased , mightier , mighty , more , shutteth , strong , stronger , closed -6113 able , close , {closed} , detain , detained , keep , kept , prevail , recover , refrained , reign , 
restrained , retain , retained , shut , slack , stayed , stop , withhold , withholdeth , inclosed -1443 close , fenced , hedged , {inclosed} , made , make , masons , repairer , inclosed -3803 about , beset , compass , crowned , {inclosed} , 
round , suffer , inclosed -4142 {inclosed} , set , turning , inclosed -5274 bolt , bolted , {inclosed} , locked , shod , shut , inclosed -5362 about , compass , compassed , compassing , cut , destroy , go , going , gone , {inclosed} , kill , 
round , inclosed -5462 closed , deliver , delivered , gave , given , {inclosed} , over , pure , repaired , shut , shutteth , shutting , stop , closed 5640 -- catham -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop. inclosed 4142 -- muwcabbah 
-- being changed, {inclosed}, be set, turning. closed ......... And he closed 4428 -ptusso-> closed ......... have they closed 2576 -kammuo-> closed ......... they have closed 2576 -kammuo-> inclosed ......... they inclosed 4788 -sugkleio-> 
closed 5640 ## catham {saw-tham'}; or satham (Numbers 24:15) {saw-tham'}; a primitive root; to stop up; by implication, to repair; figuratively, to keep secret: -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop.[ql inclosed 4142 ## 
muwcabbah {moo-sab-baw'}; or mucabbah {moo-sab- baw'}; feminine of 4141; a reversal, i.e. the backside (of a gem), fold (of a double-leaved door), transmutation (of a name): -- being changed, {inclosed}, be set, turning.[ql closed 
013 015 Mat /${closed /lest at any time they should see with their eyes , and hear with their ears , and should understand with their heart , and should be converted , and I should heal them . closed 028 027 Act /${closed /lest they 
should see with their eyes , and hear with their ears , and understand with their heart , and should be converted , and I should heal them . closed 002 005 Jon /^{closed /me round about , the weeds were wrapped about my head . closed 
001 006 Isa /^{closed /neither bound up , neither mollified with ointment . closed 004 020 Luk /${closed /the book , and he gave it again to the minister , and sat down . And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened
on him . closed 020 018 Gen /^{closed /up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech , because of Sarah Abraham's wife . closed 012 009 Dan /^{closed /up and sealed till the time of the end . closed 002 021 Gen /^{closed /up the flesh 
instead thereof; closed 003 022 Jug /^{closed /upon the blade , so that he could not draw the dagger out of his belly ; and the dirt came out . closed 016 033 Num /^{closed /upon them: and they perished from among the congregation . 
closed 029 010 Isa /^{closed /your eyes : the prophets and your rulers , the seers hath he covered . inclosed 005 006 Luk /${inclosed /a great multitude of fishes : and their net brake . inclosed 039 006 Exo /^{inclosed /in ouches of gold 
, graven , as signets are graven , with the names of the children of Israel . inclosed 039 013 Exo /^{inclosed /in ouches of gold in their inclosings . inclosed 017 010 Psa /^{inclosed /in their own fat : with their mouth they speak proudly 
. inclosed 004 012 Son /^{inclosed /is my sister , my spouse ; a spring shut up , a fountain sealed . inclosed 022 016 Psa /^{inclosed /me: they pierced my hands and my feet . inclosed 003 009 Lam /^{inclosed /my ways with hewn 
stone , he hath made my paths crooked . inclosed 020 043 Jug /^{inclosed /the Benjamites round about , and chased them, and trode them down with ease over against Gibeah toward the sunrising . closed 11 - enclosed 8 - 



closed , AC , 28:27 closed , DA , 12:9 closed , GE , 2:21 , GE , 20:18 closed , ISA , 1:6 , ISA , 29:10 closed , JG , 
3:22 closed , JON , 2:5 closed , LU , 4:20 closed , MT , 13:15 closed , NU , 16:33 enclosed , EX , 39:6 , EX , 
39:13 enclosed , JG , 20:43 enclosed , LA , 3:9 enclosed , PS , 17:10 , PS , 22:16 enclosed , SOS , 4:12 inclosed , 
LU , 5:6





* closed , 2576 kammuo ,



closed -2576 {closed},



closed -2115 {closed} , crush , thrust , closed -3680 clad , {closed} , clothed , conceal , concealeth , cover , 
covered , coveredst , coverest , covereth , covering , flee , hid , hide , hideth , overwhelmed , closed -5437 about , 
again , applied , aside , avoided , back , beset , besieged , bring , brought , came , carried , cast , changed , circuit , 
{closed} , compass , compassed , compasseth , compassing , driven , environ , every , fetch , go , gone , led , 
occasioned , remove , removed , returned , round , side , sit , turn , turned , turneth , walk , went , winding , closed 
-5462 {closed} , deliver , delivered , gave , given , inclosed , over , pure , repaired , shut , shutteth , shutting , stop 
, closed -5640 {closed} , hidden , secret , shut , shutteth , stop , stopped , closed -6105 become , broken , {closed} 
, great , increased , mightier , mighty , more , shutteth , strong , stronger , closed -6113 able , close , {closed} , 
detain , detained , keep , kept , prevail , recover , refrained , reign , restrained , retain , retained , shut , slack , 
stayed , stop , withhold , withholdeth , inclosed -1443 close , fenced , hedged , {inclosed} , made , make , masons 
, repairer , inclosed -3803 about , beset , compass , crowned , {inclosed} , round , suffer , inclosed -4142 
{inclosed} , set , turning , inclosed -5274 bolt , bolted , {inclosed} , locked , shod , shut , inclosed -5362 about , 
compass , compassed , compassing , cut , destroy , go , going , gone , {inclosed} , kill , round , inclosed -5462 
closed , deliver , delivered , gave , given , {inclosed} , over , pure , repaired , shut , shutteth , shutting , stop ,



closed 5640 -- catham -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop. inclosed 4142 -- muwcabbah -- being 
changed, {inclosed}, be set, turning.





closed ......... And he closed 4428 -ptusso-> closed ......... have they closed 2576 -kammuo-> closed ......... they 
have closed 2576 -kammuo-> inclosed ......... they inclosed 4788 -sugkleio->



closed 5640 ## catham {saw-tham'}; or satham (Numbers 24:15) {saw-tham'}; a primitive root; to stop up; by 
implication, to repair; figuratively, to keep secret: -- {closed} up, hidden, secret, shut out (up), stop.[ql inclosed 
4142 ## muwcabbah {moo-sab-baw'}; or mucabbah {moo-sab- baw'}; feminine of 4141; a reversal, i.e. the 
backside (of a gem), fold (of a double-leaved door), transmutation (of a name): -- being changed, {inclosed}, be 
set, turning.[ql
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closed Interlinear Index Study closed GEN 002 021 . And the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > God <00430 
+>elohiym > caused a deep <08639 +tardemah > sleep <03462 +yashen > to fall <05307 +naphal > upon Adam 
<00121 +>Adam > , and he slept <03462 +yashen > : and he took <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > of 
his ribs <06763 +tsela< > , and {closed} <05462 +cagar > up the flesh <01320 +basar > instead <08478 +tachath 
> thereof ; closed GEN 020 018 For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > had fast {closed} <06113 + up all <03605 
+kol > the wombs <07358 +rechem > of the house <01004 +bayith > of Abimelech <40> , because of Sarah 
<08283 +Sarah > Abraham s <85> wife <00802 +>ishshah > . closed NUM 016 033 They , and all <03605 +kol >
that [ appertained ] to them , went <03381 +yarad > down <03381 +yarad > alive <02416 +chay > into the pit 
<07585 +sh@>owl > , and the earth <00776 +>erets > {closed} <03680 +kacah > upon them : and they perished 
<6> from among <08432 +tavek > the congregation <06951 +qahal > . closed JUDG 003 022 And the haft 
<05325 +nitstsab > also <01571 +gam > went <00935 +bow> > in after <00310 +>achar > the blade <03851 
+lahab > ; and the fat <02459 +cheleb > {closed} <05462 +cagar > upon the blade <03851 +lahab > , so <03588 
+kiy > that he could not draw <08025 +shalaph > the dagger <02719 +chereb > out of his belly <00990 +beten > ;
and the dirt <06574 +parsh@don > came <03318 +yatsa> > out . closed ISA 001 006 From the sole <03709 
+kaph > of the foot <07272 +regel > even unto the head <07218 +ro>sh > [ there is ] no <00369 +>ayin > 
soundness <04974 +m@thom > in it ; [ but ] wounds <06482 +petsa< > , and bruises <02250 +chabbuwrah > , 
and putrifying <02961 +tariy > sores <04347 +makkah > : they have not been {closed} <02115 +zuwr > , neither 
<03808 +lo> > bound <02280 +chabash > up , neither <03808 +lo> > mollified <07401 +rakak > with ointment 
<08081 +shemen > . closed ISA 029 010 For the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath poured <05258 +nacak > out 
upon you the spirit <07307 +ruwach > of deep <08639 +tardemah > sleep <08639 +tardemah > , and hath 
{closed} <06105 + your eyes <05869 + : the prophets <05030 +nabiy> > and your rulers <07218 +ro>sh > , the 
seers <02374 +chozeh > hath he covered <03680 +kacah > . closed DAN 012 009 And he said <00559 +>amar > ,
Go <03212 +yalak > thy way , Daniel <01840 +Daniye>l > : for the words <01697 +dabar > [ are ] {closed} 
<05640 +catham > up and sealed <02856 +chatham > till <05704 + the time <06256 + of the end <07093 +qets > 
. closed JONAH 002 005 The waters <04325 +mayim > compassed <00661 +>aphaph > me about , [ even ] to the
soul <05315 +nephesh > : the depth <08415 +t@howm > {closed} <05437 +cabab > me round <05437 +cabab > 
about , the weeds <05488 +cuwph > were wrapped <02280 +chabash > about my head <07218 +ro>sh > . closed 
MAT 013 015 For this <5127 -toutou -> people s <2992 - laos -> heart <2588 -kardia -> is waxed <3975 -pachuno
-> gross <3975 -pachuno -> , and [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> are dull <0917 -bareos -> of hearing <0191 -akouo -
> , and their eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> they have {closed} <2576 -kammuo -> ; lest <3379 -mepote -> at <3379 
-mepote -> any <3379 -mepote -> time <3379 -mepote -> they should see <1492 -eido -> with [ their ] eyes <3788
-ophthalmos -> , and hear <0191 -akouo -> with [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> , and should understand <4920 - 
suniemi -> with [ their ] heart <2588 -kardia -> , and should be converted <1994 -epistrepho -> , and I should heal
<2390 -iaomai -> them . closed LUK 004 020 And he {closed} 4428 -ptusso - the book LUK 0975 -biblion - , and
he gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ it ] again LUK 0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -
kathizo - down 2523 -kathizo - . And the eyes 3788 - ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the 
synagogue 4864 -sunagoge - were fastened LUK 0816 -atenizo - on him . closed ACT 028 027 For the heart 
<2588 -kardia -> of this <5127 - toutou -> people <2992 -laos -> is waxed <3975 -pachuno -> gross <3975 -
pachuno -> , and their ears <3775 -ous -> are dull <0917 - bareos -> of hearing <0191 -akouo -> , and their eyes 
<3788 - ophthalmos -> have they {closed} <2576 -kammuo -> ; lest <3379 - mepote -> they should see <1492 -
eido -> with [ their ] eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> , and hear <0191 -akouo -> with [ their ] ears <3775 -ous -> , and
understand <4920 -suniemi -> with [ their ] heart <2588 -kardia -> , and should be converted <1994 - epistrepho -
> , and I should heal <2392 -iasis -> them .



closed up closed up depth closed me round about earth closed upon them fat closed upon hath closed your eyes he 
hath enclosed my ways with hewn stone lord had fast closed up all their eyes have they closed their eyes they have
closed they are enclosed they enclosed they enclosed they have not been closed they wrought onyx stones 
enclosed wicked have enclosed me 



closed Mat_13_15 /${closed /lest at any time they should see with their eyes , and hear with their ears , and should
understand with their heart , and should be converted , and I should heal them . closed Act_28_27 /${closed /lest 
they should see with their eyes , and hear with their ears , and understand with their heart , and should be 
converted , and I should heal them . closed Jon_02_05 /^{closed /me round about , the weeds were wrapped about 
my head . closed Isa_01_06 /^{closed /neither bound up , neither mollified with ointment . closed Luk_04_20 
/${closed /the book , and he gave it again to the minister , and sat down . And the eyes of all them that were in the 
synagogue were fastened on him . closed Gen_20_18 /^{closed /up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech , 
because of Sarah Abraham's wife . closed Dan_12_09 /^{closed /up and sealed till the time of the end . closed 
Gen_02_21 /^{closed /up the flesh instead thereof; closed Jud_03_22 /^{closed /upon the blade , so that he could 
not draw the dagger out of his belly ; and the dirt came out . closed Num_16_33 /^{closed /upon them: and they 
perished from among the congregation . closed Isa_29_10 /^{closed /your eyes : the prophets and your rulers , the 
seers hath he covered . inclosed Luk_05_06 /${inclosed /a great multitude of fishes : and their net brake . inclosed 
Exo_39_06 /^{inclosed /in ouches of gold , graven , as signets are graven , with the names of the children of Israel
. inclosed Exo_39_13 /^{inclosed /in ouches of gold in their inclosings . inclosed Psa_17_10 /^{inclosed /in their 
own fat : with their mouth they speak proudly . inclosed Son_04_12 /^{inclosed /is my sister , my spouse ; a 
spring shut up , a fountain sealed . inclosed Psa_22_16 /^{inclosed /me: they pierced my hands and my feet . 
inclosed Lam_03_09 /^{inclosed /my ways with hewn stone , he hath made my paths crooked . inclosed 
Jud_20_43 /^{inclosed /the Benjamites round about , and chased them, and trode them down with ease over 
against Gibeah toward the sunrising .



closed 11 - enclosed 8 -



- closed , 2115 , 3680 , 5437 , 5462 , 5640 , 6105 , 6113 , * closed , 2576 , - inclosed , 1443 , 3803 , 4142 , 5274 , 
5362 , 5462 , 
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